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INTRODUCTION
The main purposes of the presentation

 An update of the variety of capitalisms and 
accumulation regimes

 A response to a frequent question: why to look for a 
taxonomy of contemporary regimes?

 What has replaced the complementarity of Pax
Americana (Bretton wood system) and inward 
looking national regimes?

 Why the present crisis is so difficult to overcome?



I. THE EXTRAVERSION OF ALL

DEVELOPMENT MODES

1. Fordism: first the pressure for international, 
competition breaks down the capital labor 
compromise…. 

….and then the progressive emergence of a 
finance led regime….

…..Finally, the day of reckoning: the 
subprime crisis 

The US and UK



2. Export led regimes: a dual evolution 

 A deepening of the model via innovation

Japan, Korea, and Germany 

 The generalization to other national 

economies under the impact of 

“globalization”….

 ….Or Europeanization.

Spain, Italy



3. Soviet type investment led regime: a great 
bifurcation

 Collapse and evolution towards a typical 

rentier regime. 

Russia 

 Permanent and pragmatic reforms 

instituting a competition led regime

China



4. Typical rentier regimes: two contrasted periods

 The rise of natural resources relative prices 

under the interaction of US and Chinese 

growth. 

2000 - 2010 

 A brutal reversal with the Chinese growth 

slow-down, the mild American recovery and 

Euro-zone crisis

2011 - 2015



II. RENTIER REGIMES ARE BACK

AND THEY MATTER FOR WORLD

DYNAMICS

1. A major shortcoming of contemporary 
macroeconomics: a benign neglect for the 
impact of various rents 

 Oil rent: 1973 - 1979

 Urban rents and real estate bubbles: the 

1980s Japanese bubble, Spanish and Irish 

speculation boom.



 A partial conversion of innovation rents 

into land prices: Silicon Valley 1990s. 

 Financial rents associated with major 

information asymmetry…. 

 ……Especially dangerous when allied 

with real estate speculation.

 Shift of speculation towards natural 

resources and to some extend agricultural 

land.



Emerging  ICT

impact upon 

urban land prices

Competition with 

agricultural land 

Chronic food 

shortages

Incentives to 

financial speculation 

Urban rent Agricultural 

rent

Innovation rent Financial rent

Mineral

rent

Scarcity of  

water 

Large flows 

of  capital 

Exchange rate 

volatility and 

Dutch disease 

Fast growth of  

emerging 

economies 

2. The overlap of the various forms of rent



III. THE THREE

SOCIOECONOMIC REGIMES THAT

SET INTO MOTION THE WORLD

1. The concept of globalization has made 
intuitive the hypothesis of a next convergence 
towards a single socio economic regime.

2. This has been falsified not only by the 
exceptionalism of Fordism but by the 
extension of Régulation Théory to Asia and 
Latin-America.



3. Thus, the world economy dynamics can be 
analyzed as the interaction of three 
contrasted socioeconomic regimes.

 Finance led capitalisms set the tune for 

the “animal spirit” of investors.

 New industrializing capitalisms are 

organizing a new international division of 

labor.

 Rentier regimes make a living out of the 

trading of natural resources.



4. A simple representation of  the dynamics of  the world 
economy: three logics and temporalities



5. Some key consequences about dynamic 
patterns at the international level.

 The opposition between increasing return 

to scale manufacturing and short-medium 

run marginal decreasing return in natural 

resources extraction.

 The conflict of time scales between finance, 

economic activity, technical change and 

demography. 

 Back to Nicholas Kaldor’s theory of long 

waves and the existence of contrasted 

regimes.



IV. LEADERS AND FOLLOWERS: 

A THREE TIER WORLD

INTERNATIONAL REGIME
1. The end of  international relations governed 

by a super power and / or a benevolent 
hegemon.
 China does not necessarily aims at 

replacing US

 American monetary policy has now to take 

into account its repercussion over the rest 

of  the world.



2. The basic triangle of  the international 
economy.

C1

Financial hegemony

US, UK

C5

Continental powers
China, India, Brazil

Capital, 
Mass produced 

goods 

Saving

Primary resources

C4

Rentier

Russia, Venezuela, Saudi 

Arabia 

Primary 
resources



3. The second tier of  the world economy

C1

Financial hegemony

US, UK

C5

Continental powers
China, India, Brazil

Capital, 
Mass produced 

goods 

Saving

Primary resources

Primary 
resources

C3

Innovation / export led

Germany, Japan

C4

Rentier

Russia, Venezuela, Saudi 

Arabia 

Trading  
sophisticated 

goods

TradeTrading  
sophisticated 

goods



4. The rest of  the world…or the third tier

C2

Financial external  

dependency

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland
C5

Continental powers
China, India, Brazil

C1

Financial hegemony

US, UK

Capital, 
Mass produced 

goods 

Capital flows

Primary 
resources

C4

Rentier

Russia, Venezuela, Saudi 

Arabia 

Trading  
sophisticated 

goods

C3

Innovation / export led

Germany, Japan

C6

Hybrid and  

disarticulated by 

international insertion 

Argentina until 2002, 

Mexico since 1985

Competition more 
than 

complementarity

Saving

Primary resources

Capital flows 
and trade

Trade

C7

Disconnection from 

the world market 

North Korea

Trading  
sophisticated 

goods



5. Trade surplus and deficits  among  four regimes

Source: From Haver Analystes, The Economist, April 18th , 24th 2015



V. GROWING

INTERDEPENDENCE AMONG

FOUR REGIONS

1. Too many definitions of globalization

 International trade grows faster than GDP

 A convergence towards export led regimes

 Explosion of financial flows

 Decay of national sovereignty

 Americanization.



2. An alternative: long distance interactions 
among interdependent socioeconomic 
regimes….

…..The reason for a really multi-polar world 
system.

3. Development modes and inequality regimes: a 
radiography of  the world economy.



UNITED STATES ASIA

Opening to foreign 

competitions

Split in the workers 

/ Managers alliance

Rising 

inequalities

Unbalanced 

credit led 

regime

The crisis puts at risk 
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• Rising 
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the world

• Help to 

Américan 

finance
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Destruction of  

collective welfare Marketization
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power of  blue collar 

workers

New productive 

paradigm

Employment, discrimination 
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groups

Financialisation
Explosion of  capital 

remuneration

Export-led 

growth

Foreign Direct 

Investment

Kuznets phase 1 

inequality

Productive 

modernization

Blocking of  
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Financial limits to welfare
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Lag in new 
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EUROPE

A mild but significant 

reduction of  inequalities

Structural heterogeneity 

but reduced

More democracy, more 

response to social demand

More taxes, learning from 

past crises

Dynamism of  exports of  

primary resource

   

LATIN AMERICA



VI. GEOPOLITICAL RIVALRIES

AGAINST ECONOMIC

COMPLEMENTARITY

. 

1. From international economy trade theory to a 
political economy of  contemporary world

2. A thought experiment: the world seen from 
China





VII. A NEW, SHAKY AND

UNCERTAIN INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEM

. 

1. Each Nation State geopolitical strategy is 
generally the projection of  the requisites of  its 
socioeconomic domestic regime





2. Conflicting strategies concerning the building of  
global commons 



3. The difficult search for a follower to the Breton 
Woods system



CONCLUSION:

ENTERING A NEW EPOCH

C1 – Away from the WWII configurations, extraversion

is a common feature to quite all contemporary 

socioeconomic regimes, dominated by finance 

(US, UK), innovation and export led (Japan, 

Korea, Germany) or rentier (Russia,...).

C2 – The international order becomes problematic 

given this heterogeneity: finance-led regimes and 

industrial capitalisms set the pace of the world 

economy, under the constraints of rentier regimes.



C3 – A three-tier configuration has replaced Pax

Americana: first, the interaction between US and 

China takes place; second, some countries can 

exploit this dynamics but at the third-tier many 

other economies experience disorganization of 

their socioeconomic regime.

C4 – This growing interdependence and long distance 

interactions do not deliver uniformity but 

surprising evolutions and divergences between 

various brands of capitalism and an incentive to 

regional integration.



C5 – The resilience of international relations is 

challenged by multiple contradictions between de 
facto economic complementarity and intense 

geopolitical rivalry.

C6 – Financial stability, open international trade, and 

the limitation of climate change should be today 

global commons, but they are blocked by the 

contrasted objectives that each national 

socioeconomic regime is aiming at.



C7 – The 2008 crisis will be remembered as more 

severe than the great 1929 depression: the 

consensus to a follower of the Bretton Woods 

system is more difficult than ever and this hinders 

the re-deployment of each national socioeconomic 

regime. The future will oscillate between an 

unprecedented international cooperation

generated by urgency and a progressive 

withdrawal from to the vagaries of world economy.  
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